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CYBER EXPERTS

INTERNATIONAL CURRICULUM
SUCCESS STORIES

• 2015 … 2019
  • started 92 students,
  • 21 already finished,
  • all other will finish in next years.
  • 1/3 continued in IT-area

• „DEED OF THE YEAR IN EDUCATION” IN 2016
• EUROPEAN CRIME PREVENTION AWARD – new PC class
• STUDENTS PROJECTS – Upgrade of network lab
• ESTONIAN RESEARCH COUNCIL – mechatronic equipment
• MIKROTIK certification
SOME PICTURES
PARTNERS

- Estonian Atlantic Treaty Association
- Estonian Information System Authority
- NATO Cooperative Cyber Defense Centre of Excellence
- Estonian Defense League, Cyber Defense Unit and local district
- Institute of Information Sciences at the University of Tartu
- Center for Communication and Information security Research and Development
- Santa Monica Networks
- The e-Estonia Showroom
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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